
TPD COMPLIANCE WITH 
EASE AND CONFIDENCE
Working with an experienced and trusted partner
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How does the EU Tobacco 
Products Directive affect  
my business?
New legislation to regulate the global tobacco industry supply 

chain will make compliance much tougher to meet. The EU 

Tobacco Products Directive (TPD) II, which must be enacted 
by 20th May 2019, requires the industry to implement Track 

& Trace down to pack level – throughout the supply chain to 

point of sale. 

 

The big four tobacco companies already have their solutions 

in place: now, it is incumbent upon you as one of the 5,000+ 

Economic Operators within the tobacco industry (3PLS, 

Shippers, Resellers / Wholesalers, Distributors, Manufacturers, 

Merchandisers) to meet stringent regulatory obligations through 

all lines of distribution. Failure to do so will expose your 
business to the enforcement the EU applies which could 
mean fines or incapacity to distribute tobacco goods  
in the EU. 

http://hwll.co/TPD
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Tell me more about ‘Track & Trace’
Unique identification
A Track & Trace solution starts by combining codification (creating a standard definition for every 

single packaging unit and consumer unit) with serialisation (a unique numeric or alphanumeric 

string), enabling each unit to be identified by its unique product identification (UPI). It typically 

appears as a data matrix or linear barcode. 

Track & Trace
Track & Trace using a unit’s UPI provides end-to-end visibility and electronic recording of its journey 

through the supply chain. It is also able to electronically link to each level of packaging unit – from a 

pallet down to a packet of cigarettes or tobacco – forming a hierarchical relationship that helps speed 

the movement of large volumes of product.  

 

The technology also makes it possible to record the physical locations of units in the supply chain 

and thus associate all relevant supply chain events (such as product receipt and shipping) with it.

Product authentication
A UPI also enables authentication, the means by which a product can be deemed genuine. By checking 

where a product has been scanned and following the supply chain route it should take, Track & Trace  

The International 

Standards 

Organisation (ISO) 

defines track and 

trace as a “means 

of identifying every 

individual material 

good or lot(s) or batch 

in order to know where 

it has been (track) 

and where it is (trace) 

in the supply chain”

(01) 10222222333334 (17) 091231(10) A1345B(21) 1234

Machine Readable

Human 
Readable

Expiration 
Date

Lot 
Number

Serial  
Number

GTIN (Global Trade Item Number)
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All data collected throughout the Track & Trace process is sent electronically to and hosted at an EU-

approved third party ‘Secondary Repository’. 

What equipment will I need to be compliant?
Essentially, your solution to TPD compliance will comprise two components – hardware and 
software. 

Hardware
As an economic operator, you need to equip your operators with the scanning hardware to capture  

and process the relevant TPD data. At the same time, it needs to meet the requirements of your  

warehouse Operators and delivery drivers and be:

• easy to learn

• easy to use

• robust enough to use in various environments such as low light and rain

• ergonomic and functional 

reinforces the authentication process. Any anomalies in that process will immediately question its 

authenticity, of particular use when combatting counterfeiting and illicit trade. 
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How Honeywell can help
As an end-to-end solution provider, Honeywell is your best partner of choice when it comes to 
meeting your TPD regulatory obligations. 
 

Honeywell Movilizer Track & Trace offers a combined Hardware and Software solution that includes 

all the necessary equipment (scanners, accessories, printers etc.) to enable your tobacco distribution 

business to meet the new TPD regulatory compliance requirements before the May 2019 deadline. 

Created with the TPD in mind, our solution is designed to minimize possible impact to your business 

operations. 

Our hardware: reliable, efficient and robust handheld solutions
Honeywell has vast experience in delivering handheld solutions to the market. Our reliable and 

efficient Honeywell Hardware will scan all the relevant TPD data carriers (including DotCode 

high-speed printing technology) from both the device’s camera and integrated scanner.

Software

The software you use will collect the Track & Trace data from the field and send it to the EU Router 

meeting the TPD IA’s Annex II messages required by the legislation. With many millions of codes to be 

captured, your software solution needs to be scalable and able to manage modifications and errors 

(such as the handling of recalls).  

 

Above all, given that time is running out to implement your TPD compliance solution, it needs 
to be easy to use and easy to roll-out, with minimal disruption to your ongoing business 
operations. 
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Honeywell ScanPal EDA51

• Designed for cost-conscious businesses that want to streamline  

workflow, automate and error-proof manual processes and promote  

efficiency and productivity

• A 5-inch screen, full touch, general-purpose mobile computer 

• Essential software and services bundle with upgrade options

• Enhancement to the popular EDA50; backward-compatible with  

the EDA50’s complete set of accessories

Honeywell Dolphin CT40

• Designed for retail and light T&L

• Repeatable and scalable common platform

• Comprehensive solution with two versatile scanning options

• Enterprise-ready, easy to use

Honeywell Xenon™ 1902gHD

• Comprehensive solution for traceability solutions (ready for GS-1  

DataBar, DotCode, DPM limited, FMD) 

• Automation enabler: data parsing for improved customer satisfaction  

and loyalty programs enabler

• Ready for digital screens and codes reading

• Battery Free version available: the freedom of cordless, without batteries

 “Anna, medium 

economic operator 

with 30 employees, 

distributing 5 tobacco 

brand products to 

the retails stores in 

the ski areas in Val 

Torens, French Alps”

 “Bertrand, small 

economic operator 

with 2 employees and 

2 vans, supply and 

maintain 10 tobacco 

vending machines 

in a small village, 

Southern Germany”

Honeywell Dolphin CT60

• For highly mobile, front-line workers, and managers in scan-intensive  

workflows who need a lightweight, economic yet effective solution to capture  

data and visibility for better customer engagement and operational insights 

• Anytime, anywhere, real-time access to business-critical applications and  

data capture for improved operational efficiencies and customer  engagement

• Unlike other mobile computers, Honeywell offers an integrated and scalable  

common platform to support the migration to Android that can be deployed 

rapidly with enterprise security, reliability, and performance 

 “August, large 

economic operator, 

wholesale for 

Imperial Tobacco 

products in Sweden”
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Our software: seamless, scalable integrated solutions
Honeywell Track&Trace for Tobacco Distributors mobile app is installed on your mobile phone  

so it doesn’t need a local server infrastructure. This guarantees that the impact on your business  

operations will be minimized, while being compliant with the EU TPD IAs. The Honeywell Movilizer  

Track & Trace cloud will take care of the rest:  

• Collect data from the field (TPD Transactions)

• Send this data to the EU Router meeting the TPD IA’s Annex II messages required  

by the legislation 

• Manage your users and roles via the Movilizer Track&Trace Portal

• Audit the messages sent to the EU Router by all of your devices

• Modify and recall any message that requires manual intervention

• Create and push manually transactional messages (invoices, 

orders and payments) or manage them via Excel.

• Integrate your backend system for transactional operations automated handling  

(via separate integration professional services)

Our Movilizer Track & Trace Cloud solution is scalable and able to manage modifications and errors 

(such as the handling of recalls). It also offers a web app portal where you can see all executed 

transactions and make the appropriate adjustments when manual input is required. You’ll be able  

to monitor and audit every TPD-related transaction performed by your operators.  

 

Service & Support

3 year break fix repair with 2 year renewal, remote management via helpdesk using the latest cloud 

device management software, 48 hour swap out and 24/7 app support ensuring your business  

is always compliant and supported.  We handle it all!  

 

Why choose Honeywell?
Honeywell has over 130 years of on-the-ground experience of workflow solutions throughout  

the economic supply chain. An innovative, leading global cloud-based mobility workflow solution, 

Honeywell Movilizer empowers businesses to realise their digital transformation and emply nimble, 

dynamic strategies in the field. 

Movilizer Track & 

Trace for tobacco 

distributors is 

designed for easy 

roll-out to small 

and medium 

customers, while still 

leaving the option 

for sophisticated 

backend integration..
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Conclusion
Armed with the Honeywell Movilizer Track & Trace app, scanning hardware and  

a Web Cloud Portal login, the Honeywell solution most suited to your business will 

have all the components it needs to be fully compliant in the most cost effective way.  
 
Take the road to TPD compliance NOW, with a trusted, experienced Track  
& Trace technology partner for peace of mind at every stage of your supply 
chain operations. Visit http://hwll.co/TPD for more information or to place 
your order. 

http://hwll.co/TPD
http://hwll.co/TPD

